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ABSTRACT
In the last decade, we have witnessed a huge success of the peer-
to-peer (P2P) computing model. This has lead to the development
of many Internet-scale applications and systems that are used com-
mercially. Recently, the problem of computing statistics over data
in Internet-scale systems has received attention. In this paper, we
discuss the problem of cardinality estimation of XPath queries over
distributed XML data stored in an Internet-scale environment such
as a P2P network. Such cardinality estimates are useful for XQuery
optimization and statistical hypothesis testing in domains such as
health informatics. We present a novel gossip algorithm called
XGossip, which given an XPath query, estimates the number of
XML documents that contain a match for the query. XGossip is
designed to be scalable, decentralized, and robust to failures – prop-
erties that are desirable in a large-scale distributed system. XGos-
sip employs a novel divide-and-conquer strategy for load balanc-
ing and reducing bandwidth consumption. We conduct theoretical
analyses on the quality of cardinality estimates, message complex-
ity, and bandwidth consumption. We present a preliminary perfor-
mance evaluation on PlanetLab and discuss our ongoing work.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2 [Database Management]: Systems—Query Processing

General Terms
Design
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1. INTRODUCTION
We have witnessed a huge success of the P2P model of comput-

ing in the last decade. This has culminated in the development of
Internet-scale applications such as Kazaa, BitTorrent, and Skype.
P2P computing has also become popular in ecommerce and ebusi-
ness and has lead to the development of many Internet-scale sys-
tems. Innovations in P2P computing, most notably the concept
of Distributed Hash Table (DHT) (e.g., Chord [65], Pastry [60],
CAN [58], Tapestry [74], Kademlia [45]), has been embraced by
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Figure 1: An example XQuery

key-value stores of production quality such as Dynamo [20],Cas-
sandra [41], and Voldemort [5].

Meanwhile, the overwhelming success of XML, coupled with
the growing popularity of P2P systems, has lead to research in
indexing and query processing over XML data in a P2P environ-
ment [39, 26, 9, 19, 56]. One compelling use case for employing
XML and P2P technologies is for large-scale sharing of biomedical
and healthcare data. This is because of two reasons: First, it is sug-
gested that scalable clinical data sharing systems can be built using
a P2P architecture [64]. Second, HL7 version 3, an XML based
standard for representation and interchange of healthcaredata (e.g.,
discharge summaries, lab reports), is becoming a standard for en-
abling semantic interoperability across systems [46].

The Cancer Biomedical Informatics Grid (caBIG) [22, 8], an ini-
tiative of the National Cancer Institute, exemplifies a realworld
data sharing platform for collaborative e-science. It has about 120
participating institutions across the US. The underlying network
infrastructure of caBIG, called caGrid [61, 6], is a model-driven,
service-oriented architecture. The data services are exposed in a
well-documented and interoperable form. A federated querypro-
cessor allows a user to query across multiple data sources. In fact,
caGrid has implemented the XML Data Service interface for query-
ing and retrieving data from XML databases [7, 50]. Currently, a
user query is mapped to an appropriate XPath query and executed
over the XML database. As caGrid is based on a service-oriented
architecture, we believe a P2P architecture can enhance itsscala-
bility for large-scale sharing of distributed XML repositories.

Consider a distributed XQuery query supported by caBIG (Fig-
ure 1). The queryfinds all the expression data where there are at
least 50 conditions for genes found in the vacuole[2]. It performs
joins across data exposed by three data services, namely, Gene, Ge-
neOntology, and Microarray. A more powerful query can be con-
structed wherein the locations of the documents in the network are
not explicitly specified. Such a query can be processed by first lo-
cating relevant XML documents based on XPath expressions inthe



query using any of the prior techniques [39, 26, 9, 19, 56] andthen
applying existing distributed XQuery processing techniques [59,
23, 73, 3].

Knowing the cardinality estimates of XPath expressions will aid
the process of query optimization. We formulate our problemof
interest as follows:Given an XPath expressionp, estimate the to-
tal number of XML documents distributed across a P2P network
that contain a match forp with provable guarantee on the qual-
ity of the estimate.The above estimate is useful in the following
ways, though it does not provide the size of the result set of an
XPath query. A query optimizer can select appropriate queryplans
based on how the relevant documents are distributed in the network.
For instance, consider the query in Figure 1. If we know the car-
dinality estimates of XPath expressions such as/Gene/goAcc,
/Gene[term=’vacuole’],/Microarray/data[geneId]
/condition, etc., a particular join ordering can be chosen. An-
other use case is for designing clinical studies: Researchers and
medical professionals can quickly determine (using cardinality es-
timates) whether sufficient samples are available for a study, with-
out having to query the network of distributed data sources.

Computing statistics over structured data stored in an Internet-
scale environment has received attention [49, 51]. However, none
has focused on the XML data model. In an Internet-scale envi-
ronment, XML documents are distributed across a large number of
participating peers and thus, collecting all the XML documents at
any one peer to apply existing techniques for XML selectivity es-
timation [54, 24, 43], is prohibitively expensive. Furthermore, the
network is dynamic with peers joining, leaving, and failingat any
time. Under these circumstances, there are important design re-
quirements for an effective cardinality estimation algorithm. First,
the algorithm should be scalable and operate on a large number of
peers. Second, it should be decentralized and not rely on anycen-
tral authority. Third, it should consume minimum network band-
width and be robust to the dynamism of the network. Fourth, it
should provide provable guarantees on the quality of the estimates.

In this paper, we present a novel gossip algorithm called XGossip
for cardinality estimation of XPath queries in an Internet-scale en-
vironment. Gossip (or epidemic) algorithms are attractivefor large-
scale distributed systems due to their simplicity, scalability, decen-
tralized nature, ability to tolerate failures and the dynamism of the
network, and ability to provide probabilistic guarantees.(One real-
life use case of gossip algorithms is in Amazon S3 data centers
for spreading server state information [1].) However, designing a
gossip algorithm for cardinality estimation over XML data is not
straightforward and introduces new challenges due to the very na-
ture of the XML data model. While Ntarmoset al. [49] argue that
gossip algorithms may not be suitable due to high bandwidth re-
quirement and hop-count, we aim to show that it is indeed possible
to design efficient gossip algorithms for statistics generation.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides background and motivations; Section 3 presents our gos-
sip algorithms, their theoretical analyses, and optimizations; Sec-
tion 4 presents our preliminary performance evaluation; and finally,
we discuss our ongoing work in Section 5.

2. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATIONS

Statistics Computation over XML Data.
An XML document is typically modeled as an ordered, labeled

tree. XPath [14] is a query language for navigating and select-
ing nodes in an XML document. XPath queries can be repre-
sented bytwig patterns. A twig pattern is essentially a tree-like
pattern with nodes representing elements, attributes, andvalues,

and edges representing parent-child or ancestor-descendant rela-
tionships. XQuery [16] is a functional query language that sub-
sumes XPath, and allows the creation of new XML content.

Accurate statistics over XML data is necessary for efficientXML
query processing. The topic of cardinality/selectivity estimation
over XML data in a local environment has been well studied (e.g.,
Path trees/Markov tables [10], Correlated subpath tree [18], pH-
join [70], StatiX [25], XPathLearner [42], Bloom Histogram[69],
XSKETCH [54], IMAX [55], XCLUSTER [53], XSEED [72], lossy
compression based synopsis [24], sampling based technique[43]).

Information Exchange and Aggregate Computation Via
Gossip Algorithms.

Gossip algorithms provide a means for communication, compu-
tation, and information spreading [63, 62]. Prior work on gossip al-
gorithms have mainly focused on information exchange (or rumor
spreading) [28, 36, 52, 21, 27, 13] and computing aggregates(and
separable functions) [37, 38, 17, 35, 47]. The essence of these al-
gorithms lies in the exchange of information or aggregates between
a pair of peers (picked randomly if the peers form a complete graph
or among neighbors using a probability matrix assuming the peers
form an arbitrary graph). It has been shown that after a provably
finite number of rounds and a provably finite number of message
exchanges, the information has reached all the peers or the aggre-
gates (and separable functions) have converged to the true value.

Statistics Computation in a Distributed Environment.
In the area of information retrieval, document frequency estima-

tion in a P2P network has received some attention [12, 48]. Re-
cently, techniques for statistics generation in large-scale distributed
networks have been developed for relational data (e.g., aggregates
and histograms [49], self-join size estimation [51]). A fewgos-
sip algorithms have been developed for statistics computation in
large-scale networks (e.g., computing frequent elements [40], dis-
tribution estimation [33, 31]).

Motivations.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no published work on

XPath cardinality estimation in an Internet-scale environment. Such
cardinality estimates are useful for distributed XQuery optimiza-
tion as well as statistical hypothesis testing. One may wonder if
a technique such as Distributed Hash Sketches [49], designed for
structured data, can be adapted for XML data. This would require
us to first map each XPath pattern that appears in the XML docu-
ment to one dimensional space. However, enumerating all possi-
ble XPath patterns is computationally expensive and can result in
a very large number of patterns due to the hierarchical nature of
XML, the presence of many different element and attribute names
in a document, and the presence of axes such as ‘//’ (ancestor-
descendant) in the queries.

Although gossip algorithms seem simple1, dealing with XML in-
troduces several challenges. First, if gossip is begun whena query
is posed, like in Push-Sum [38], then one has to wait for a finite
number of rounds before the cardinality estimate of an XPathex-
pression is available. If gossip is continuously run in the back-
ground, then it is infeasible to gossip every unique XPath pattern
due to the large number of distinct patterns – we expect a hetero-
geneous collection of XML documents in a P2P environment. Sec-
ond, our algorithm should scale with increasing number of XML
documents and peers in the network and yield effective load balanc-
ing. Third, network bandwidth is a critical resource in an Internet-
scale environment. Our gossip algorithm should rely on exchang-

1The proofs and analyses, however, are mathematically rigorous.



ing a finite number of small sized messages – an essential property
of a gossip algorithm [15].

3. OUR PROPOSED APPROACH
In this section, we present the Push-Sum protocol introduced

by Kempeet al. [38]. We draw inspiration from Push-Sum and
present a gossip algorithm called VanillaXGossip for XPathcardi-
nality estimation. Finally, we employ a novel divide-and-conquer
approach to overcome the limitations of VanillaXGossip andpresent
an improved algorithm called XGossip. We also present the theo-
retical analysis of VanillaXGossip and XGossip. In the interest of
space, proofs of theorems are available in a technical report [57].

3.1 System Model
We assume that the peers are connected using the Chord DHT

overlay network, although other DHTs may be employed. Asuc-
cessor of a keyin Chord is a peer mapped to a Chord ID that is the
closest to the key (greater than or equal to) in the clockwisedirec-
tion [65]. As in a typical P2P network, a peer owns a set of XML
documents. A peer is said to “publish” those documents that it
wishes to share with others in the network. The original documents
reside at the publishing peer’s end. We assume that our cardinality
estimation algorithm (VanillaXGossip or XGossip) runs continu-
ously in the background. At any time, a peer may receive a query.
The peer looks at its local state or contacts a few other peersto
compute the cardinality estimate.

3.2 Push-Sum Protocol
Suppose a P2P network hasn peers and each peerpi has a non-

negative valuexi. Suppose we want to estimate the “average”i.e.,
1
n

Pn

i=1 xi. In the Push-Sum protocol [38], each peer maintains a
sumst and weightwt in roundt. In round 0, each peerpi sends
(xi, 1) to itself. In any roundt > 0, a peer computes the new sum
(or weight) by adding the sum (or weights) of the messages it re-
ceives. It sends half of the sum and half of the weight to a randomly
selected peer and the remaining half of the sum and weight to it-
self. In a particular round, the ratio of the current sum and weight
is the estimated average. Push-Sum employs uniform gossip where
a peer can contact any other peer during a gossip round – in terms
of connectivity, the peers form a complete graph.

THEOREM 1 (PUSH-SUM PROTOCOL[38]). Suppose there are
n peersp1, . . . , pn in a network. Each peerpi has a valuexi ≥ 0.
With at least probability1 − δ, there is a roundro = O(log(n) +
log( 1

ǫ
) + log( 1

δ
)), such that in all roundsr ≥ ro, at peerpi, the

relative error of the estimate of the average value1
n

Pn

i=1 xi is at
mostǫ.

The proof is based on an important property ofmass conserva-
tion [38]. What this means is that in any round, the average of the
sums on all the peers is the true average, and the sum of weights on
all peers is alwaysn. To compute the “sum”,i.e.,

Pn

i=1 xi, Push-
Sum is run with only one peer starting with a weight of 1 and the
rest of the peers starting with a weight of 0 [38].

3.3 VanillaXGossip
We draw inspiration from Push-Sum to develop our gossip algo-

rithms VanillaXGossip and XGossip. We select Push-Sum as the
basis due to several reasons. Push-Sum relies on uniform gossip
where peers form a complete graph. Because we assume that peers
are connected through a DHT-based structured overlay network,
any peer can contact any other peer (inO(log(n)) hops). In ad-
dition, Push-Sum is synchronous, but peers can follow theirlocal

clocks and the convergence holds as long as mass conservation is
preserved [38]. (The analysis of a synchronous model is simpler
than that of an asynchronous model [38]). In both VanillaXGossip
and XGossip, we also compute “average” instead of “sum” because
these algorithms run in the background and to guarantee, that only
one peer will set its weight to 1 and the rest to 0, would require
sophisticated distributed synchronization.

Next, we describe VanillaXGossip. Rather than gossiping XPath
patterns in each XML document, a peer gossips the signature of an
XML document, which is computed based on the method proposed
by Rao and Moon [56]. A signature of a document is a product of
irreducible polynomials assigned to its edges such that thedocu-
ment’s structural properties and content are captured by the signa-
ture. A useful necessary condition of this signature representation
is that if a document contains a match for a query, then the query
signature divides the document signature[56]. Another benefit of
these document signatures is that they are much smaller in size than
the original XML documents [56].

A document signature can also be viewed as a multiset of irre-
ducible polynomials. So we use the terms “multiset” and “signa-
ture” interchangeably in subsequent discussions. Supposefs de-
notes the frequency of a multiset/signatures. VanillaXGossip has
two phases. In the initialization phase, each peer creates asorted
list of tuples calledT using only its local state. Each tuple is of
the form(s, (fs, w)), wheres is a signature of a XML document
published by the peer andfs is the number of XML documents
having the same signatures andw is its weight. (Two different
XML documents can have the same signature [56].) The weight is
initialized to 1 like in Push-Sum. A tuple(⊥, (0, 1)) is also added
to T , where⊥ is a special multiset that is the largest among all the
possible multisets. The list is sorted by the first item of thetuple
(i.e., s), which serves as a primary key.

We use the following notations: T.begin(), T.end(), and T.next()
allow us to iterate over T; For a tuplec ∈ T , c.s, c.f and c.w

refer to individual elements in the tuple;T [s] refers to a tuple with
signatures.

REMARK 1. A tuple with multiset⊥ plays the role of a place-
holder in VanillaXGossip for multisets that are not yet known to a
peer during a gossip round. This preserves the important property
of mass conservation like in Push-Sum.

After initialization, the peers begin the gossip phase and execute
RunGossip() in Algorithm 1. During a round, a peer first collects
the lists received during the gossip round including the onethat it
sent to itself. It then merges the lists to update(fs, w) of each tuple.
After merging, the peer sends the list with halved frequencies and
weights to a randomly selected peer, and sends another copy of that
list to itself. (We select a random peer by picking a random Chord
id and routing the message to the successor of that id.)

The merging process is unique to VanillaXGossip and is de-
scribed by procedureMergeLists() in Algorithm 1. Because the
lists are sorted by the primary key, the merging phase requires lin-
ear time to complete. The minimum key/multiset is selected and its
updated sum and weight are computed across all the received lists.
If a list does not contain the key, then the sum and weight of⊥ are
used. (The sum value for⊥ is always 0.) In any round, for a tuple
(s, (f, w)) in the merged listTm, an estimate of the average of the
frequency ofs in the network isf

w
.

EXAMPLE 1. Figure 2 shows an example of how the merging
of three listsT1, T2, andT3 is done usingMergeLists().

THEOREM 2 (VANILLA XGOSSIP). Givenn peersp1, . . . , pn,
let a signatures be published by somem peers with frequencies



Algorithm 1: Execution phase of VanillaXGossip

proc RunGossip(p)
Let T1, T2, ..., TR denote the lists received in the current round1:
by peerp
Tm ←MergeLists(T1, T2, ..., TR)2:
SendTm to a random peerpr and the participating peerp3:

end
proc MergeLists(T1, T2, ..., TR)

Tm ← ∅4:
for r=1 to R do5:

cr ← Tr.begin()6:

while end of every list is not reacheddo7:
smin ←min{c1.s, ..., cR.s}8:
sumf ← 0; sumw ← 0;9:
for r=1 to R do10:

if cr.s = smin then11:
sumf ← sumf + cr.f12:
sumw ← sumw + cr.w13:

cr ← Tr.next()14:
else

sumf ← sumf + Tr[⊥].f15:

sumw ← sumw + Tr[⊥].w16:

Insert(smin, (
sumf

2
, sumw

2
)) into Tm17:

return Tm18:
end

s1,(f3,w3)

s3,(f5,w5)

(fb,wb)⊥,

s1,(f1,w1)

s2,(f2,w2)

(fa⊥, ,wa)

s1,(f4,w4)

(fc,wc)⊥,

T1 T2 T3

s1,(sumf1
,sumw1

)

s2,(sumf2
,sumw2

)

s3,(sumf3
,sumw3

)

(sumf4
,sumw4

)⊥,
sumf1

= (f1+f3+f4)/2

sumf2
= (f2+fb+fc)/2

sumw1
= (w1+w3+w4)/2

sumw2
= (w2+wb+wc)/2 sumw4

= (wa+wb+wc)/2

sumf4
= (fa+fb+fc)/2

w3
= (wa+w5+wc)/2sum

sumf3
= (fa+f5+fc)/2

fa= fb = fc = 0

MergeLists(...)

Tm

Figure 2: Merging of lists during VanillaXGossip

f1, . . . , fm, wherem ≤ n. With at least probability1 − δ, there
is a roundro = O(log(n) + log( 1

ǫ
) + log( 1

δ
)), such that in all

roundsr ≥ ro, at peerpi, the relative error of the estimate of the
average frequency ofs, i.e., 1

n

Pm

i=1 fi, is at mostǫ.

Discussion.VanillaXGossip differs from Push-Sum in the fol-
lowing aspects. Push-Sum is initiated when a query is posed,and
therefore, all peers are aware of the query and only gossip the ag-
gregate value for that query. But VanillaXGossip runs continuously
in the background and hence peers gossip the aggregate values of
all the signatures that they are aware of. VanillaXGossip requires a
placeholder to provide mass conservation and to guarantee conver-
gence similar to Push-Sum.

3.4 XGossip: A Divide-and-Conquer Approach
One may notice that in VanillaXGossip, each peer eventually

maintains a list with all distinct multisets in the network.This
is inefficient in practice due to limited amount of main memory
available at each peer. To overcome this limitation of VanillaX-
Gossip, we employ a novel divide-and-conquer strategy using lo-
cality sensitive hashing. We call this improved algorithm XGossip.
In XGossip, each peer will gossip only a provably finite fraction

h1
⊥

h1
⊥

h1
⊥

h1
⊥

h3

h1

h2

p1

p2p3

p4
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s

h3

h1

h2

p1

p2p3

p4

to p2

to p1

to p3

to p2

(a) Initialization phase (b) Execution phase

Figure 3: Example for XGossip

of the distinct multisets in the network. The benefit of XGossip
over VanillaXGossip is three-fold. Firstly, each peer willconsume
less memory. Secondly, each peer will consume less bandwidth.
Thirdly, the convergence property of XGossip will be faster.

The concept of locality sensitive hashing (LSH), introduced by
Indyk and Motwani [34], has been employed in many domains,
including indexing high dimensional data and similarity search-
ing [11, 44], similarity searching over web data [32] and in P2P
networks [32, 30], ranges queries in P2P networks [29], and so
forth. For similarity on sets based on Jaccard index, LSH on aset
s can be performed as follows [32, 11]: Pickk × l random linear
hash functions of the formh(x) = (ax + b) mod p, wherep is a
prime, anda andb are integers s.t.0 < a < p and0 ≤ b < p.
Computeg(s) = min({h(x)}) over all items in the set as the out-
put hash value fors. It is established that given two setss1 and
s2, Prob(g(s1) = g(s2)) = |s1∩s2|

|s1∪s2|
. Each group ofl hash values

can be hashed again using another hash functionf(·). Thusk hash
values are output for a set.

In XGossip, we apply LSH on each document signature. We
selectf(·) to be the SHA-1 hash function. This way the hash val-
ues output by LSH for a signature are 160 bits and map onto the
Chord DHT ring. We use the notationhs to denote the vector of
hash values output by LSH ons. We say thaths = (hs1, . . . , hsk)
definesk teams fors. Each hash value denotes the id of a team.
Suppose∆ denotes the size of each team. Then for any team
(with id) hsi, we calculate the Chord ids describing that team to be
{hsi, hsi + 1× 2160

∆
, hsi + 2× 2160

∆
, . . . , hsi + (∆− 1)× 2160

∆
}.

(The addition operation will cause the result to wrap aroundthe
ring.)

The peers that are successors of the Chord ids defining a team,
constitute the members of the team. These peers gossip only a
subset of all the distinct signatures in the network. Also, they will
only select a peer belonging to the team during a gossip round.
Given two signatures with similarityp, the probability that there is
at least one team that gossips both signatures is1−(1−pl)k. This is
an important property of LSH that XGossip builds on. Thus similar
signatures are gossiped by the same team with high probability.
This increases the chances of finding all signatures that arerequired
to estimate the cardinality of an XPath query. Furthermore,each
peer gossips only a subset of the signatures in the network.

EXAMPLE 2. Consider the DHT ring shown in Figure 3(a).
Supposek = 3 and a signatures produces hash valuesh1 (red),
h2 (blue), andh3 (green) after applying LSH. Each team is of size
4. The teamh1 is shown by a dotted square box. In this example,
peersp1, p2, p3, andp4 are responsible for the teamh1.

The divide-and-conquer approach in XGossip raises an interest-
ing issue. Recall that in VanillaXGossip, a single special multiset
⊥, required for mass conservation, is used by all peers in the net-
work and is sent to a peer picked at random during a gossip round.
But in XGossip, a peer cannot maintain one special multiset⊥.



Algorithm 2: Initialization phase of XGossip

global: T - tuple list
proc InitGossipSend(p)

Let T be initialized as in VanillaXGossip1:
foreach c ∈ T andc.s 6=⊥ do2:

hs ← LSH(c.s)3:

foreach hsi ∈ hs do4:
Create a teamhsi and pick one id sayq for the team at5:

random and send(c.s, (c.f, c.w)) andhsi to the peer
responsible forq according to the DHT protocol

end
proc InitGossipReceive(p, (s, (f, w)), h)

/* Keep one tuple list per team while receiving */
/* p is the peer that receives the message */
if Th does not existsthen createTh6:

if s is a regular multiset andTh[s] existsthen7:
Update the frequency in the tuple by addingf8:

else if s is a regular multiset andTh[s] does not existthen9:
Insert(s, (f, w)) into Th10:
if ⊥h does not exist inTh then11:

Insert(⊥h, (0, 1)) into Th; InformTeam(p,⊥h)12:

else if Th[s] does not existthen13:
Insert(s, (f, w)) into Th; InformTeam(p, s)14:

end
proc InformTeam(p,⊥h1

)
/* p is the peer executingInitGossipReceive */
Supposeh2, · · · , h∆ denote the other Chord ids for the team15:
h1
Let peerp be the successor ofhi16:

Send(⊥h1
, (0, 1)) to the successor ofh(i mod ∆)+117:

end

Rather a peer maintains one special multiset per team to which it
belongs to. It sends that special multiset to peers that belong to that
team during gossip. In fact, a peer may belong to more than one
team. For a teamh, its special multiset is denoted by⊥h.

XGossip also has two phases. The first phase is the initialization
phase and each peer runsInitGossipSend() in Algorithm 2. Each
peer creates the sorted list of tuplesT based on the signatures of
the XML documents it has published similar to the initialization
phase of VanillaXGossip. For each tuple, the peer applies LSH
on the tuple’s signature and createsk teams. For each team, the
peer randomly picks one of its Chord ids and sends the tuple tothe
successor of that id along with the team id.

When a peer receives a message during initialization via
InitGossipReceive() in Algorithm 2, it checks if the signature in
the message is a regular multiset,i.e.it is a document signature. If
so, it updates its list along with the special multiset for that team.
But if a peer does not receive any message during initialization,
then it does not know which team(s) it belongs to.Then how can
it initialize its special multiset?We propose the following: When
a peer receives a signature and the team id, it initializes its special
multiset for that team. In addition, it contacts the next peer belong-
ing to the team (in clock-wise direction along the DHT ring) and
sends only the special multiset. A peer receiving a special multiset
for a team, forwards it to its next peer of the team similarly.(The
procedureInformTeam() in Algorithm 2 does this task.) Note
that the special multiset is only forwarded when a peer learns for
the first time about a team it belongs to.

EXAMPLE 3. Consider Figure 3(a). Supposep1 andp3 receive
a signatures during the initialization phase (solid black arrows).
Each informs its next peer in the team with the special multiset

Algorithm 3: Execution phase of XGossip

proc RunGossip(p)
Let T1, T2, ..., TR denote the lists received in the current round1:
by peerp
Group the lists based on their teams by checking their special2:
multisets. Suppose each group is denoted byGi.
foreach groupGi do3:

Merge the lists inGi according toMergeLists(·)4:
Let Tm denote the merged list5:
CompactTm to save bandwidth6:
Let h1, · · · , h∆ denote the Chord ids of the team7:

Pick an indexj ∈ [1, ∆] at random such thatp is not the8:
successor ofhj

SendTm to the peer that is the successor ofhj and top9:

end

(black dotted arrows). Whenp2 andp4 learn for the first time about
teamh1, they forward the special multiset to their next peers in
teamh1 (red dotted arrows).

During the execution phase of XGossip, each peer groups the
messages based on the teams from which they arrive. These are
exactly the teams that the peer became aware of during initializa-
tion. For each group,MergeLists() is invoked. Each merged list
is then sent to a randomly picked peer belonging to the same team.
The execution phase is described in Algorithm 3.

EXAMPLE 4. Consider Figure 3(b) and the teamh1. Since
peersp1, p2, p3, and p4 are the members of the team, they ex-
change messages belonging to that team during the gossip phase.
A particular round may have peers exchange messages as shown
with solid black arrows.

THEOREM 3 (XGOSSIP). Givenn peersp1, . . . , pn in a net-
work, let a signatures be published by somem peers with frequen-
ciesf1, . . . , fm, wherem ≤ n. Supposepi belongs to a team that
gossipss after applying locality sensitive hashing ons. Let∆ de-
note the size of the team. With at least probability1− δ

′

, there is a
roundro = O(log(∆)+ log( 1

ǫ
)+ log( 1

δ
′ )), such that in all rounds

r ≥ ro, at peerpi, the relative error of the estimate of the average
frequency of s, i.e.,1

∆

Pm

i=1 fi, is at mostǫ.

3.5 Cardinality Estimation of XPath Queries
We describe how the cardinality of an XPath query, introduced

in Section 1, is estimated. Suppose a queryq is issued at peerp. In
VanillaXGossip, the merged listTm at p is searched to find every
tuple (s, (fs, w)), s.t. s is divisible by the query signature. (The
divisibility test is a necessary condition for a query to have a match
in the document [56].) Then

P fs

w
over all such tuples multiplied

by the number of peers in the network is the desired cardinality
estimate.2 (We can assume that a good estimate of the number of
peers in the network is known via Push-Sum.) By solely looking at
the local state ofp, the cardinality estimate can be computed.

Now let us consider XGossip. Lethq denote the hash values
after applying LSH on the signature ofq. For each teamhqi (1 ≤
i ≤ k), p picks one member of that team at random and sends
q’s signature andhqi to that team member. That team member
scans its sorted tuple list for teamhqi and returns every(s, (fs, w))
s.t. s is divisible by the signature ofq. (In fact, a hash of the
signature can be returned to save bandwidth.) Two or more tuples,
2We compute “average” instead of “sum” and therefore multiply
by the number of peers.



Metric VanillaXGossip XGossip
Accuracy rǫ rǫ

Confidence (1− δ) (1− δ)
Convergence O(log(n) + log( 1

ǫ
) O(log(∆) + log( 1

ǫ
)

(# of rounds) +log( 1
δ
)) +log( α

α+δ−1
))

Bandwidth O(nD) O(log(n)kD∆)

Messages O(n log(n)) O( log(n)
n

kD∆log(∆))

Table 1: Comparison of VanillaXGossip and XGossip

each returned by a different peer, may have identical signatures.
In such a case, only one of the tuples should be retained and the
rest can be discarded. Finally,

P fs

w
over the tuples received from

k peers (after discarding the necessary tuples) multiplied by ∆ is
the desired cardinality estimate. Unlike VanillaXGossip,XGossip
contactsk peers at query time and requiresO(k log(n)) hops.

3.6 Analysis of VanillaXGossip and XGossip

Accuracy, Confidence, and Convergence.
To fairly compare VanillaXGossip and XGossip, we set the de-

sired accuracy and confidence for cardinality estimation using both
algorithms torǫ and (1 − δ), assuming that there arer distinct
document signatures that are divisible by a query signature. Let us
denote these document signatures byR.

The number of rounds required by VanillaXGossip to achieve the
desired accuracy and confidence is shown in Table 1. However,the
confidence of XGossip is affected by an additional parameterdue
to the application of LSH. Supposepmin denotes the minimum
similarity betweenq’s signature and a signature inR. Then the
probability of finding all signatures inR by contactingk teams at
query time is at leastα = 1− (1− pl

min)k, wherek andl are the
parameters for LSH. Therefore, the net confidence of the estimate
output by XGossip isα · (1− δ

′

), whereδ
′

is the value chosen in
Theorem 3. To achieve the same confidence as VanillaXGossip,the
following equation should hold:(1− δ) = α · (1− δ

′

). Therefore,
δ
′

= α+δ−1
α

. While in VanillaXGossip, there is one team of size

n, in XGossip, each team is of size∆. Usingδ
′

and∆, the number
of rounds required by XGossip is shown in Table 1.

Message Complexity and Bandwidth Consumption.
In VanillaXGossip, eventually all peers gossip every unique sig-

nature in the network. SupposeD denotes the number of unique
signatures. Therefore, the worst case bandwidth consumed by each
peer isO(D). The message complexity of VanillaXGossip is simi-
lar to Push-Sum and isO(n log(n)).

To analyze, XGossip, we will first discuss the property of consis-
tent hashing in Chord [65]. Suppose there aren peers andK keys.
Chord guarantees that with high probability each peer receives at
most (1+ρ)K

n
keys, whereρ is bound byO(log(n)) [65]. In XGos-

sip, we have at mostkD team ids/Chord ids. So each peer becomes
the successor for at mostO( log(n)

n
kD) teams. Since there are∆

members per team, we have at mostO( log(n)
n

kD∆) distinct signa-
tures per team, which denotes the worst case bandwidth consump-
tion. Given that each team in XGossip exchangesO(∆log(∆))
messages, the overall message complexity is shown in Table 1.

3.7 Churn and Failures
Kempe et al.have discussed a few failure scenarios in Push-

Sum [38]. When a message is not delivered successfully to a peer
during a gossip round, then the sending peer will consume themes-
sage as if the message were never sent and update its local sumand
weight to conserve mass. If a peer decides to leave the network, it
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Figure 4: Results for VanillaXGossip
should send its sum and weight to another peer. Similar solution is
adopted by VanillaXGossip and XGossip. Another issue arises in
XGossip. Suppose the successor of any of the Chord ids defining a
team changes, then a message sent by a peer of the team may be re-
ceived by a peer who initially did not belong to the team. Thenthe
receiving peer should reject the message so that the sendingpeer
can consume the message to conserve mass.

4. PRELIMINARY EVALUATION
We report a preliminary evaluation of VanillaXGossip. We have

conducted the evaluation on PlanetLab [4] using 100 nodes. The al-
gorithms were implemented in C++ using the Chord package [66].

Using 38 DTDs published on the Internet [67, 68, 71], we gen-
erated synthetic datasets using IBM’s synthetic data generator. The
average number of documents per DTD was 2,457 and a total of
90,936 documents was used. The average size of a document sig-
nature was 65 bytes. We randomly picked 4 peers for a DTD and
distributed the documents for that DTD equally across thosepeers.
We ran VanillaXGossip with 100 peers after the DHT routing tables
had stabilized.

Figure 4(a) shows the convergence of VanillaXGossip for two
randomly selected peersp1 andp2. Beyond round 6, the mean of
the absolute relative error of the average frequency estimate on a
subset of signatures stayed below 8%. We also plot the speed of
information spreading by measuring the fraction of unique signa-
tures learnt by a peer in the network. Figure 4(a) shows that by
round 8, the two peers learnt about all the unique signaturesin the
network. Figure 4(b) shows the mean (µ) amount of data transmit-
ted and received by a peer during a gossip round. It also showsthe
std. deviation (σ) of the amount of data received by a peer. Note
that σ remained at 0 starting from round 15. This is because all
the peers learnt about all the unique signatures in the network by
round 15. We expect XGossip to converge faster and consume less
bandwidth than VanillaXGossip.

5. ONGOING WORK
The application of locality sensitive hashing enables similar sig-

natures to be gossiped by the same team with high probability. Thus
it is likely that the signatures sent to a particular peer during a gos-
sip round have high similarity. We are developing a scheme tocom-
pact similar signatures exchanged by a team and thereby reduce
the bandwidth consumption. We are also investigating how XPath
queries with value predicates be handled. We are currently evaluat-
ing XGossip on PlanetLab and a local area network and comparing
it with VanillaXGossip.
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